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Updating the rail
Passenger Demand Forecasting Handbook
Fitsum Teklu, Director – Rail Consultancy
Arup
25 April 2018

Introduction
Fitsum began by saying that the content of the Passenger
Demand Forecasting Handbook (PDFH) is accessible only to
subscribers. He would describe the updating of PDFH v5.1,
published in April 2013, to PDFH 6.0, but not the parameters in
PDFH.

The PDFH framework
Fitsum explained the principles underpinning PDFH:
• an elasticity-based approach; and
• multiplicative; and
• used incrementally.
This approach has a number of virtues:
• Factors which do not vary need not be modelled.
• Any number of new factors (such as WiFi, or the attributes
of stations) can be introduced, although care is needed to
avoid double-counting effects.
However, PDFH cannot be used to forecast demand for whollynew rail markets, and is not intended for forecasting situations
with large step changes, such as the introduction of High Speed
2 (HS2).

The evidence base
PDFH draws on two principal sources of evidence.
Direct evidence is taken from econometric analysis using:
• ticket sales data from LENNON;
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• the Department for Transport’s (DfT’s) Rail Usage Drivers
Dataset (RUDD), which includes:
• demand and revenue extracts from LENNON, by
station pair and ticket type;
• exogenous drivers, such as GVA, population (including
by age group), employment (including occupation type
and employment sector), car costs, car time, bus
costs, bus time;
• endogenous drivers,
frequency; and

such

as

journey

time

and

• National Travel Survey (NTS), with trip rates by
employment type and age group, including trends in season
ticket use.
Indirect evidence comes from stated preference (SP) studies of
factors such as:
• components of Generalised Journey Time (GJT);
• reliability;
• crowding;
• rolling stock quality improvements; and
• station improvements.
PDFH gives valuations, in the form of journey time equivalents,
derived from stated preference studies, which are used indirectly
to account for some drivers:
• crowding and capacity;
• reliability;
• rolling stock and on-train services.
The valuations are converted to demand impacts through the
elasticity to GJT.

The structure of PDFH
PDFH is structured as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: the structure of PDFH
Part Content

Details

A

Overview of demand forecasting

B

Recommended
values and
procedures

C

Evidence

• External factors and modal
competition
• Fares
• GJT
• Punctuality and reliability
• Crowding
• Rolling stock
• Stations
• New services
• Access and competition

D

Notes on
selected topics

• Real fares
• Elasticities
• Utility
• Generalised cost and Q
• Models of choice
• Revealed preference methods
• Stated preference methods
• Existing software
• Data sources
• Yield management
• Meta-analysis
• Modelling fares

E

References
and study
summaries

Now includes over 300 studies,
including those used in earlier versions

Part E includes a spreadsheet indicating how each piece of
evidence has contributed (or not) to each version of PDFH.
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WebTAG refers to PDFH but does not always draw on the latest
performance of PDFH and
WebTAG is varied, as shown in Figure 1.

PDFH/WebTAG
version. performance
However, the forecasting

Figure 1: PDFH and WebTAG performance

As noted in aNote:
recentcharts
study exclude the impact of rolling stock and station improvements,
and there was a recession in 2008.
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/610059/phase2-railforecasting-estimation-study.pdf),
is broad acceptance
key stakeholdersand
and practitioner
There is broad there
acceptance
among amongst
key stakeholders
PDFH/WebTAG
recommendations
practitioners
that: have not generally performed well in explaining recent rail demand
Whilst the framework
demandrecommendations
drivers of GDP and employment,
impact of other impo
• PDFHcovers
and key
WebTAG
have notthe
generally
influential variables
is less understood
performed
well in explaining recent rail demand growth.

• While the framework covers key demand drivers of GDP and
Note
employment, the impact of other influential variables is less
charts do not include
the impact of rolling stock/station improvements, reliability impacts, marketing
understood.
2008 recession
Recent studies have tried to bridge the gap shown in Figure 1.
7

Rail Demand Forecasting Estimation (by ITS Leeds, Leigh
Fisher, RAND and SYSTRA in 2016) used NTS data to take
account of socioeconomic factors, not all of which had been
previously assessed:
• rail trip-making characteristics of different age groups,
employment sectors, occupation type and car ownership;
and
• part-time working, and passengers switching from Season
to Anytime tickets.
The digital revolution was taken into account through a GJT
trend:
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• Travel time is spent more usefully by business and leisure
passengers: because of the internet work, emails,
Facebook, Twitter and other activities are possible.
• The specified GJT, using the PDFH GJT elasticity, has been
falling by 1% per annum since 2000.
Econometric analysis
contributed to PDFH:

is

typical

of

most

studies

that

• segmentation by geographical flows and market segments;
• London long-distance;
• Non-London long-distance;
• London to/from South East;
• Non-London short distance; and
• fixed-effect constant elasticity models.
However, there is no rail demand data within London, and data
for the PTEs are not robust.
There are also some missing variables, such as reliability
(lateness and disruptions), revenue protection, and new rolling
stock.

Considering and incorporating new evidence
Figure 2 shows the overall process by which new evidence is
peer-reviewed and considered and, if significant differences from
earlier evidence are found, may be incorporated into PDFH.
The update to PDFH 6.0 considered around 45 new studies, from
the UK and abroad, which were reviewed by the team. In some
cases, the study authors were contacted. The update process
considered study quality and usability, the value of the evidence
for strategic planning and franchise bidding, stakeholders’
critiques of previous versions of PDFH, presentation,
performance and new evidence.
Peer review was by:
• a Steering Group of Train Operating Company (TOC)
representatives, DfT, Network Rail and regional transport
authorities; and
• external review by academics, consultants and others.
-5-

Figure 2: Evidence peer review, consideration and incorporation

authors)

DFH:
w

, regional

d on which
Key:
As part of the Quality Assurance process, the PDFH was
published in draft form for a few weeks to enable clarifications to
be requested: at the time of the talk, in April 2018, the team was
in the clarification and finalisation phase.

Backcasting
The team also used backcasting to validate the new parameters,
as illustrated in Figure 3 (on page 8). The figure shows how the
recommended and simplified approaches for PDFH 6.0 roughly
halved the 2013/14 error in PDFH 5.1.
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Summary of principal changes
Table 2 summarises the principal changes between PDFH 5.1 and
PDFH 6.0.
Table 2: main changes between PDFH 5.1 and PDFH 6.0
Main changes

SP

Evidence
Direct

Drivers

External environment,
GVA, population,
employment



Updated parameters:
indices to take account
of population,
employment/occupation
type, GJT trend,
participation,
employment drives nonSeason demand

Intermodal competition,
car/bus cost/time



Fares



Updated parameters
(RPI-based)

Journey time,
frequency, interchange



No change

Punctuality, reliability





Move to direct evidence,
updated parameters

Crowding, capacity



More methodology

Rolling stock
improvements,
cleanliness, WiFi,
luggage space, catering



More attributes, updated
parameters

Station facility
improvements,
cleanliness, CCTV,
waiting facilities,
information



More attributes, updated
parameters



Updated parameters

New services,
competition, access
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Passenger Miles

Figure 3: backcasting for an example market segment
Note
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2006/7 is
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PDFH 5.1

3.0Gmi

2.0Gmi

Further research needs
Fitsum also briefly described areas identified for further research,
summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: further research needs
10

Area

Comments

Consistency and the need
for a holistic approach

Models must be adjusted for other
causes and correlated factors

Segmentation issues
(5-6 segments)

More information is needed on
non-London and regional
segments

Data: more information is
needed

Performance, fares indices,
employment around cities, and
the dates of major rolling stock
and station improvements

Move to CPI

CPI could be used for new fares
studies

GJT and components
More studies of reliability
Scales for SP-sourced
evidence
-8-

Summary
In conclusion, Fitsum noted that:
• PDFH is the “Bible” for passenger rail demand forecasting.
• It has been updated recently to address stakeholder needs
and take account of new evidence.
• It is evidence-based, with a transparent update process.
• There has been a general improvement in backcasting.
• Future research needs have been identified to address
perceived areas of weakness.

Discussion
David Metz (UCL) asked if PDFH considered house prices
causing longer commutes? Fitsum said not, because it was
constrained by the research available. Tom Worsley (ITS
Leeds) said that RUDD includes population data, so there could
be an elasticity to it. David noted that the London Overground
appeared to have allowed people to commute from housing in
cheaper areas. Fitsum and Tom agreed, but as yet no models
of this effect had emerged. It might emerge as differential
demand by income group, but would also require forecasts of
housing prices. David said that this was an important rationale
for East West Rail, and it would be good for PDFH to include it,
although this is a new scheme rather than an existing market.
Robin Whittaker asked how season ticket travel was estimated.
Fitsum said that factors have been developed to convert season
ticket sales to journeys. Dick Dunmore (Steer Davies Gleave)
and Tony Magee (Rail Delivery Group) said these factors were
being rechecked through a DfT study on journeys per season
ticket. Robin asked about split ticketing. Fitsum said that there
was no data on this effect, which appears as additional shorter
journeys, rather than as lower fares. Alan Peakall noted that
some passengers buy more than one Advance ticket, to create a
semi-flexible product, but make only a single journey. Fitsum
confirmed that this was not modelled. Gregory Marchant noted
that operators might lose money by overlooking these effects.
Chris Castles referred to Figure 1: why were the forecasts
wrong? Fitsum said that some drivers of demand, such as
-9-

improvements to reliability and punctuality, rolling stock and
stations, had not been modelled. There was also now more
opportunity on a train for business travellers to work or leisure
travellers to entertain themselves. Tom Worsley said that rail
had attracted more passengers in all markets, apparently
because of this effect: they can not only read but also watch
video. It was also possible that people had traded down their
ticket type but still travelled. Chris wondered whether income is
a poor explanatory variable, although he was not aware of a
better one. Tom noted the effects of lower car ownership by
young adults and the greater likelihood of having made friends
from elsewhere at university. Unfortunately, NTS data is limited
for rail, and does not allow segregation by age. Someone asked
in Figure 1 could be backcast, but Fitsum said that this had only
been possible with Figure 3.
Tim Elliott (Independent) noted that newer technology allowed
better privacy: a phone or tablet could be read without having to
hold a large file open. Chris Castles also noted that road
congestion is becoming worse, although Tom Worsley
countered that cars were better equipped and that hands-free
phones are available. Others agreed that people had fallen out
of love with the car, and that technology was better now.
Gregory Marchant said it was now easier to find travel options.
Martin Higginson asked about changes in supply, such as
competition between HS2 and the West Coast Main Line (WCML),
or on the East Coast Main Line (ECML). Fitsum said that PDFH
included some guidance, based on how competition on fares may
affect market shares. It forecasts total demand: other tools such
as MOIRA are used to allocate it to operators. Martin said that
this sounded poor. Fitsum said that a chapter at the end of PDFH
dealt with access and competition, but PDFH had no evidence on
passengers’ intangible preferences for particular operators.
Charles Levy (Department for Transport) wondered whether
there were non-linear effects: perhaps WiFi was valued less on
very short journeys? Fitsum said that, with little research, the
team had worked with what they had. Tom Worsley said that
segmentation by short and long journeys allowed the calibrated
elasticities to differ, so some non-linearity could be modelled.
Fitsum said some rolling stock parameters vary by journey time.
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John Smith asked if PDFH could be applied to new schemes,
such as HS2 and East West Rail, and how far ahead DfT made
forecasts? Fitsum said that PDFH had not been designed for new
schemes, although it provides some parameters for forecasting
based on trip rates. Recent demand appeared to be below
forecasts, but on closer inspection the forecasts may have been
about right.
Chris Foster asked why PDFH could not be used systematically
for new investments. Fitsum stressed that it originated as, and
remained, a model of incremental change which operators could
use to investigate the effects of service, quality and price
changes: franchise bidders used it to explore and model
proposed service improvements. Someone added that it
examined the effect on revenue, rather than social value. Tom
Worsley pointed out that most infrastructure was not new. Dick
Dunmore said that there remained a disconnect between social
cost-benefit analysis of capital investment and revenue
maximisation of operational changes. Most conspicuously, fares
were not set by cost-benefit analysis, and while appraisal might
assume that operators used improvements to increase volumes,
they might take some or all of the effect as increased yield,
reducing or eliminating any positive externalities.
Adriana Moreno Pelayo (Arup) asked what account was taken
of ticketing improvements including mobile tickets. Fitsum said
that guidance was included on this subject. Adriana asked if
smart ticketing was discussed: Fitsum said not. Adriana asked
whether this resulted in a lack of incentive to expand it. Tony
Magee said that, like WiFi, it was seen as a good thing, with no
one against it, so it was not normally appraised. Peter White
(University of Westminster) noted that smart ticketing allowed
passengers to cut arrival finer, because they would not be
delayed by queues to buy a ticket: could this be modelled as a
reduced GJT? Fitsum said that this approach could be used if
evidence was available, but there was none in PDFH.
Tim Elliott returned to the Figure 1 divergence between
WebTAG and actual. Perhaps people who cannot afford a
mortgage, or to save for a deposit, have more disposable
income. Chris Castles pointed out that some people also have
a mental “travel budget”, which could have the opposite effect.
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Ivan Viehoff (CEPA) noted that only half the divergence in
Figure 3 had been explained. Fitsum agreed, and noted that the
fit had been better in some markets and worse in others.
Someone asked about the north-south divide: could higher pay
in London attract workers from the regions and create demand
for visiting friends and relatives (VFR) trips? Fitsum said that
this had been identified as an area for further research (Table 3).
Tom Worsley noted that Leeds was modelled with Hull and
Bradford: more disaggregate data on employment and income
was needed, but it would be good to have data and research.
Tony Magee agreed that more disaggregation, such as to travel
to work areas, would be useful.
Dick Dunmore asked whether Thameslink and Crossrail would
create a market segment of direct cross-London journeys.
Fitsum said that there was no good data on this segment. Alan
Peakall said that Thameslink would cut interchange, rather than
allowing new rail journeys, and the effect of Crossrail might be
bigger. Fitsum suggested that both were big step changes and
might require better data and a better understanding of Oyster,
which now extends to Gatwick Airport and will be accepted on
Heathrow Express. Tom Worsley said that Thameslink had been
appraised with PDFH using the reduced GJTs with less
interchange, but Crossrail had been modelled with Transport for
London’s (TfL’s) LTS model. In a few years, data on both will be
available for evaluation. Martin Higginson said that step
changes had been appraised in Scotland. Transport Scotland had
presented to TEG in January on the Stage 1 evaluation of Borders
Railway, but this had not yet fed into PDFH. Someone asked if
there were surveys of Thameslink users, and someone else noted
that there had been almost no through travel on the early
Thameslink services: Crossrail would result in an analogous step
change. Tom agreed that Thameslink had initially been justified
by cost savings alone, without any need for assessment of
additional or new journeys. Gregory Marchant suggested that
this could appear as lagged growth. Fitsum said that lags are
mentioned in PDFH.
Report by Dick Dunmore
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The evolution of cost benefit analysis:
how we got to where we are
Tom Worsley, University of Leeds
Arup
23 May 2018

Introduction
Tom examined the aims and principles of cost benefits analysis
(CBA) and the story of how we got to where we are now. CBA
was developed to inform decision-makers and to advise
Parliament and the Public on the merits of transport schemes.
Before the war, road plans were drawn up by civil engineers with
no appraisal, but the methodology developed from 1960 with the
M1 study. The motorways were drawn as lines on maps, but the
Treasury wanted a way of demonstrating that spending was
value for money. The London to Birmingham Motorway Traffic
and Economic report (1960) compared time savings and accident
rates to help with ranking of options. The methodology was
improved through the 1960s and developed rapidly as values of
time and demand forecasting were introduced. By 1973, COBA
had been introduced to prioritise schemes.
The Victoria Line study in 1962 was an early use of appraisal for
a public transport project. Fares were set on the basis of distance
travelled: the new more direct route resulted in a fall of revenue
as passenger mileage was reduced and the Treasury was not
convinced of the case for the investment. Benefits included in the
study included time savings, the probability of getting a seat,
and impacts on other transport services. The LTS model took 10
weeks to run, but succeeded in demonstrating that the new
underground line was worth building. Other conurbations also
developed multimodal models to inform transport and planning
policies.
Main line rail investment was justified on the basis of minimising
whole life costs. Increments needed to generate revenue, so the
Passenger Demand Forecasting Handbook (PDFH) was
introduced by British Rail to forecast demand and revenue. CBA
- 13 -

was applied to a small number of new schemes such as the
Channel Tunnel, CTRL and some electrification schemes.
The 1970/71 Roskill Commission into airport capacity included a
CBA, but the analysis was weak on environmental impacts. It led
to a minority report and objections. Ministers rejected the report,
but did not explain why, and did not specify an alternative
process to inform decision-makers.
When the Government deregulated and privatised bus services
in 1985, only non-commercial services were subsidised. Light
Rapid Transit options were proposed by some cities at the time,
but LRT competed with buses and reduced bus revenue, so
grants for LRT were awarded on the basis of external benefits
only, and not user benefits. Manchester Metrolink and Sheffield
Tram were justified, but other schemes failed against the criteria
and the policy was dropped by 1997.
The East London Rail Study looked at options for Docklands. The
London Docklands Development Corporation was formed, and an
ambitious development vision created, which had strong political
support, but the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) did not have
enough capacity to meet this vision. This resulted in the approval
of the Jubilee Line Extension, even though it had a Benefit Cost
Ratio of 0.9:1. Regeneration benefits were not quantified.
John Prescott’s integrated transport policy introduced the tools
we use today: NATA, AST and WebTAG. Noise impacts, option
values and severance were introduced into the appraisal process.
These methods have stood the test of time.
The Eddington review in 2005-6 was more about process than
appraisal, but led to the adoption of wider economic benefits,
which introduced agglomeration impacts and made high cost
urban schemes more attractive. Costs are typically higher in
cities, and Dan Graham developed an approach to calculating the
productivity and economic impacts of schemes. The methodology
showed the contribution of transport infrastructure to GDP, and
was key to Crossrail being approved, with WEBs adding 60-100%
to benefits.
More recently the five case business case was introduced, setting
out a value for money framework.
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Tom set out some of the challenges with appraisal, particularly
regarding what the scheme does for the economy. Evidence on
agglomeration is difficult to come by. With devolution should
government still account for how money is spent? An
enhancement may lead to displacement from other locations.
Targets are needed, but may be selected because they are easy
to report against, rather than because they are the best
measure. In the 2007 High Level Output Statement for Control
Period 4 (CP4) from 2009 to 2014, the number of passengers
standing on arrival at termini was the target, rather than the less
understood crowded hours. Targets need to be both set and used
intelligently.

Discussion
John Dodgson (Independent consultant) thanked Tom for a
terrific talk. He said there was a need to have better cost
forecasts and use of optimism bias, and cited rail electrification
and Edinburgh Tram as examples of where cost forecasts were
highly inaccurate. Tom replied that that no-one wants to
challenge costs, and there is a tendency to accept what
engineers say. The DfT should have a greater challenge function.
It knows a lot about past problems which can be used to inform
decisions.
Tali Diamant (Atkins) asked if any big schemes, such as
Stansted Airport, would have happened if they relied on cost
benefit analysis. Tom said that Britain is not as strong on vision
as France, although the Humber Bridge was an example of a
visionary project. Someone asked if we give credence to vision?
Tom said that vision is personal. France does not rely as much
on CBA. Local mayors and commune leaders are more likely to
decide on schemes. This happens to some extent in this country,
but there is still a prioritisation based on CBA.
Andrew Price (Jacobs) asked about fixed versus variable land
use. Developers move in once infrastructure is built. Tom said
that, apart from examples such as Docklands, it remains difficult
to estimate the change in land use. For all but the biggest
schemes, we use a variable trip matrix and rule of a half, rather
than calculating the impact on land use and the economy.
- 15 -

John Smith asked if multimodal studies were influenced by CBA,
and wondered about the role of CBA in work carried out by the
Airports Commission, National Infrastructure Commission or on
HS2. He also asked about the role of CBA in national
infrastructure plans. Tom answered that CBA is part of the
process, but the Strategic Case is more important. Multimodal
models were used in the 1970s, but unfortunately were often
produced at a time when there was no funding available to
deliver schemes. He felt that the roads investment strategy could
take more account of other modes.
Davis Metz (UCL) referred to land use change. User benefits are
thought to capture everything, whereas the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) recognises land
use changes to justify investment. Bringing together planners,
developers and transport authorities means that CBA is sensible.
Tom replied that use of development impacts only works for
some schemes, and would not be suitable for others, such as
cycle superhighways. Other schemes are worth progressing, but
developer funding is needed to make them happen.
Sir Christopher Foster talked about Docklands regeneration,
which involved clearing the docks and building offices, London
City Airport, and the Jubilee Line extension. He emphasised the
need to look at past outcomes, which does not happen very
often. DfT now does more evaluation, and post-opening project
evaluation (POPE) shows that traffic outcomes are often close to
predicted flows. In many cases the answers appear right when
the inputs were wrong. We need a framework for evaluating
costs and benefits which will include updating values to ensure
that responses are right.
Helen Bowkett (Arcadis) noted that Highways England have
LUTI models which will be used on major schemes. Tom asked
how this method will be added into POPE. Helen said that it will
take time.
Roger Allport (Independent consultant) asked if CBA has, or
should, become more influential. Tom said that it had become
more influential while he was at DfT, and became an intrinsic
part of the way it approaches investment and rail franchising. It
is not easy to devise a framework which includes a strategy. The
Mayor’s Transport Strategy focuses on the health and wellbeing
- 16 -

of Londoners by promoting active travel and reducing car
dependence. Strategies are often difficult to implement.
Roger referred to the Eddington Study, which looked at where
problems were worst, which was in urban areas. Strategies and
budgets need to be aligned. HS2 was favoured by all political
parties and was progressed. Discounting has the effect of
reducing the impacts of long-term sustainability, such as carbon
emissions, in the appraisal. Tom referred to caps on emissions,
carbon trading and the commitment to reduce emissions.
Report by Carol Smales
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The valuation of community severance caused
by busy roads
Peter Jones & Paulo Anciaes, Centre for Transport Studies
Arup
27 June 2018
Introduction
The presentation discussed a project carried out at University
College London (UCL), which was a collaboration between the
Department of Public Health, the Bartlett School of Planning, and
the Centre for Transport Studies. The work was funded by the
EPSRC, ESRC, and AHRC, with a follow-up study funded by the
EU CREATE project (Congestion Reduction in Europe).
The main objectives of the work were:
• to increase understanding of residents’ perceptions and
priorities for addressing Community Severance (CS) on
busy main roads;
• to develop questionnaire tools to measure CS at the
individual level;
• to measure local access and walkability;
• to analyse the impact of CS on wellbeing and other social
outcomes;
• to develop a CS index for busy roads; and
• to obtain estimates of the values to residents and the local
economy of reducing CS.
A key motivator for the work was to attempt to link the severance
index to monetary values.

Overview of methodology
The work carried out was multidisciplinary, incorporating a wide
range of methodologies as part of the UCL Street Mobility
project: video surveys, street audits, spatial analysis,
participatory mapping workshops, household surveys and stated
preference (SP) surveys.
- 18 -

The methods were developed using case studies for four urban
locations where a main road runs through a local community:
Seven Sisters Road (London), Finchley Road (London),
Queensway
(Southend-on-Sea)
and
Stratford
Road
(Birmingham). Each community was engaged via informal street
mapping, in-depth interviews and participatory mapping
workshops. The process involved local community groups, and
aimed to talk with residents about the neighbourhood, and the
ways in which living near a main road affected their lives.
Street audits and video surveys allowed the UCL team to
understand better how people move through the area on foot,
including use of informal or formal crossing points, and main
desire line movements. The Bartlett school then developed a
model of walkability (potential for walking) across the area,
which was related to residential density, land use mix,
accessibility to public transport and the spatial connectedness for
movements on foot (measured by space syntax techniques).
Community severance (CS) can occur in areas where the level of
walkability is high, but walking flows are low relative to what
would be expected from the walkability model, because of the
barrier effect of motorised traffic on pedestrian movements.
Household surveys were further used to understand local travel
patterns, the socio-demographics of the area, and in particular
to establish a wellbeing scale.

The influence of main road traffic on reported
wellbeing
The first reported results, based on 845 respondents interviewed
in the four case study areas, related to the influence of main road
traffic on subjective wellbeing. The scale used is the WarwickEdinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS) (Stewart-Brown
2009), which ranges from a minimum of 7 to a maximum of 35.
The average for the four case studies was 25.9, close to the
national average of 26.1. 73 respondents perceived that the
main road traffic was ‘heavy’, ‘fast’, and acted as a barrier to
walking, and furthermore stated that they avoid the main road
for that reason. These respondents had an average score of 23.5,
significantly lower (at the 1% level) than the sample average.
- 19 -

Table 1 shows the results of a regression analysis to identify the
factors causing the lower wellbeing.
Table 1: Regression analysis of factors causing lower wellbeing

1%

5%

10%

Coefficient Significance



Age 55-65

1.04

Age 65-75

1.77

Female

-0.85

Lives alone

-0.80

University degree

1.61

Full-time work

0.88

Health very good

1.63



Health bad

-2.00



Health very bad

-4.00



Neighbourhood capital

0.13



Perceive traffic on main road as
heavy, and
Perceive traffic volume on main
road as fast, and
Perceive traffic as a barrier to
walking, and
Avoids busy road because of
traffic

-1.40









Road condition and severance contribute negatively at a 5%
confidence level, after controlling for other predictors of
wellbeing such as age, gender, household composition,
qualifications, employment status, neighbourhood capital and
general health condition.
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Valuing severance via Stated Preference Surveys
Three stated preference exercises were carried out to arrive at a
valuation of severance. For these, two further London locations
were used: the A4 in Hounslow (200 participants) and the A23
in Streatham (150 participants). Each featured a 3-lane dual
carriageway, high traffic speeds and few crossing facilities.
Figure 1 shows Exercise 1, which sought to identify trade-offs
between crossing the road directly, crossing at a neutral safe
location (a covered road section, with the road passing below)
and not making the trip. Respondents were given a range of road
conditions for Option A, and timings to reach the crossing at
Option B. This tested the willingness of the respondent to spend
more time to avoid an inconvenient crossing point. Each
respondent answered 10 questions.
Figure 1: Stated Preference Exercise 1

Figure 2 shows Exercise 2, which added a further option of using
a crossing facility of various types, in addition to the existing
options of a covered road or not making the trips. This tested the
relative attractiveness of different crossing types. Each
respondent was given 8 different scenarios.
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Figure 2: Stated Preference Exercise 2

Figure 3 shows Exercise 3.
Figure 3: Stated Preference Exercise 3
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Exercise 3 focused on the monetary value of crossing, by giving
the option of crossing the road (without any crossing facility or
option to walk to a covered section) to save money on a
purchase, or not crossing the road and paying more. This relates
directly to the (negative) valuation of crossing at a point where
severance occurs.
The choices were modelled with mixed logit models so that the
log odds of choosing an option are related with the values of the
attributes presented in that option. The ratio between the
coefficients representing the characteristics of the road or
crossing facilities and the coefficients of walking time or saving
can then be interpreted as willingness to walk and to pay to avoid
crossing the road.
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to walk
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Table 2: results of Exercise 1 (n=262)
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Table 3: results of Exercise 2 (n=350)
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Table 4: results of Exercise 3 (n=275)
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Creating a severance index
The results of Exercises 1 and 2 were used to compile a
“severance index” which rated locations from 0 (no severance),
to 100 (complete severance, nobody will cross) based on road
type, traffic conditions and crossing facilities available:
• A dual carriageway with a central reservation, low traffic
and an average speed 10 mph has an index of 14, whereas
with high traffic and no central reservation the index is 88.
• A staggered pelican crossing, footbridge and underpass
have indices of 7, 19 and 23 respectively, consistent with
common perception that footbridges are preferred to
underpasses for personal security reasons.
The severance index for a location was further refined by taking
into account the distance to the nearest crossing point.
• Where this distance was more than 10 minutes, only the
conditions at the location were taken into account.
• Otherwise, the index was linearly interpolated between the
value at the crossing point, and the value at an alternative
(preferred) crossing point.
Combining the severance index and the regression models from
the stated preference surveys made it possible to predict the
pedestrian behaviour in different crossing scenarios, so that the
probability of crossing, walking to an alternative crossing point,
or not making the trip can be judged.
Figure 4 shows the results for a variety of scenarios.

Severance index and willingness to pay
The results of stated preference Exercise 3 could be used to
relate severance to the willingness to pay to avoid crossing. This
exercise yields a strong linear relationship shown in Figure 5.
Note that each point represents a type of road, which is defined
by combinations of attributes (number of lanes, central
reservation, traffic density, and traffic speed). The strong
relationship is due to the fact that respondents have consistent
preferences across exercises.
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Figure 4: Severance index and probability of crossing or trip

Figure 5: Severance index and willingness to pay
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Figure 5 combines severance from Exercise 1 and willingness to
pay from Exercise 2. Both feature the same road attributes and
values: the only difference is the type of trade-off respondents
made (with walking time in Exercise 1 and with money in
Exercise 2). The almost linear relationship means that
respondents consistently prefer roads that are easier to cross, no
matter what the trade-off is. They prefer to cross roads with one
lane, rather than two, so are willing to walk further to cross in
places with one lane, and to forego a cost saving to be able to
cross in those places. The type of trade-off (walking time or
money) does not affect much how respondents prioritise certain
road conditions above others. Extensive sense-checking showed
that this relation was not due to spurious data or methodology.

Using the results in policy work
Figure 6 shows how the benefit of reducing the severance index
from 71 to 40 could be modelled.
Figure 6: Calculating the benefits of a lower severance index
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The index and relationships can be used to assess policy
interventions related to road crossings:
• Area A illustrates benefits to people already making the trip.
• Area B relates to new people who will cross.
UCL proposed that the whole of area B could be considered as
benefit, rather than just the triangular area representing change
(rule of a half).

Further work
Work continues on further case studies in Hereford and Hull, also
including some variations in types of destination, and on revealed
preference (RP) studies to validate the stated preference (SP).

Discussion
Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) asked how the
comparison between Revealed and Stated Preference would be
undertaken. The speakers responded that this is still being
determined. The approach will ask respondents about trip
purpose, actual origin/destination points, and where they cross
the road. This will allow a model of how route choices are
influenced by the conditions at the different crossing points
available. However, this does not quantify trips NOT being made.
Some differences of RP compared with SP are expected: values
of willingness to pay are generally lower.
John Cartledge (London TravelWatch) asked if the study
distinguished between bridges and underpasses? Do people
prefer the former to the latter? The speakers confirmed that
underpasses were found to have higher severance value, and
higher willingness to pay, as shown in Table 3 from Exercise 2.
Tim Elliot (Independent consultant) said that the study seemed
to reflect perpendicular movements across a road, but people
may be going somewhere further along road, and have a choice
of crossing points without diverting. How does this affect results?
The speakers agreed that the scenarios presented in the SP
survey have the destination directly on the other side.
Nicola Balch (McGregor Coxall) asked if additional waiting time
at staggered Pelican crossings influences what people do. The
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speakers agreed that this waiting time is valued more than
normal walking time, and this has been incorporated into the new
case studies in Hereford and Hull. Someone queried the
perception that the underpass created more severance than a
footbridge: why is this, given that a footbridge is generally less
accessible, and means a greater level change? The speakers
ran focus groups before starting the design of the stated
preference exercises. People generally disliked underpasses
under all circumstances due to perceptions of security.
Gregory Marchant (TEG) asked how traffic speed was
represented, as it is difficult to deal with how it is perceived. The
speakers said that videos of traffic had been shown to 75% of
the sample in the Hereford and Hull studies, to see how results
differed. Seeing the videos did not make a major difference to
choices. It might be important that videos were taken from the
perspective of pedestrians, at the same level as footway.
Dick Dunmore (Steer) asked if RP studies had explored using
cameras or mobile phones to track detouring? The speakers
said that, while reviewing video, following pedestrians across
cameras, is labour intensive, mobile phone data is expensive or
unavailable. Nicola Balch wondered if WiFi tracking could work?
Peter White (University of Westminster) asked if additional
short motor journeys could be generated using local roads, with
“no trip” becoming “no walk trip”. The speakers said that it is
possible that mode switch is part of the Option C “don’t make the
trip”, but this has not been explored in this survey.
John Cartledge noted an example of residents catching a bus
to travel one stop because of severance at a roundabout, and
this was the only way to make the trip. The speakers mentioned
an anecdote of a lady getting a bus to the next village and back
just to cross the road. John asked if any account was taken of
physical ability or disability such as use of buggy or wheelchair.
The speakers said that all data was segmented by age, gender,
disability, although the results shown are overall averages.
Tim Gent (Atkins) queried the R2 of 0.99 in Figure 5: how large
were the samples? The speakers said that the R2 was for a
relationship where the data points are road types. The severance
index and the willingness to pay for each road type are based on
the models for Exercise 1 and Exercise 2. The models were
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estimated for 350 respondents, each seeing 8 scenarios. Both
the Department for Transport (DfT) and the Highways Executive
have audited the results and the high R2. There has also been a
test with random inputs to ensure that this results in a random
result! Results from Hereford and Hull were less good, but the
R2s were still over 0.9, apparently because, as explained above,
people have consistent preferences towards “better” roads,
regardless of whether the alternative is to walk further or to
forego a cost saving. Irrespective of the alternative, one lane is
preferred to two lanes, low traffic is preferred to medium traffic,
and so on.
Tim Elliot asked if the study considered change in density and
speed of traffic when moving from two to three lanes. The
speakers said that this had not been considered.
Tom Worsley (ITS Leeds) noted that the average benefit per
new trip in Area B is higher than average benefit per existing
user in Area A. Normally one would expect the benefit per user
to be the same regardless. Is the justification for taking the
whole of Area B that the cost of a new trip is zero? The speakers
said that it was necessary to understand what people were doing
with their time as an alternative to making the trip, but this
would require an understanding of other options and their values.
Several in attendance suggested that this “alternative use of
time” is addressed by the rule of a half (only the triangular part
of Area B should be taken as benefit), which should apply in this
case as in all others.
Dominic Walley (Connected Economics) asked if the study had
examined the behaviour of people suffering from community
severance, which might be a way of assessing the economic
value of connecting people to a wider community. The speakers
said that literature exists in this area but is “pretty scatty”. The
approach can be used if trips are reducing social exclusion, but
there is no obvious crossover in literature that can be used to
connect this.
Nicola Balch wondered about the psychological impact of
severance. The speakers said that this is partially captured in
the relationship between severance and subjective wellbeing
shown at the beginning of the talk. People affected by severance
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tend to have lower wellbeing scores, after controlling for a series
of other determinants of wellbeing.
Dominic Walley wondered about the next step. Would it be part
of WebTAG, or used to re-evaluate the Generalised Cost of
walking? The speakers said that the work is being carried out
for the Highways Executive, but they are keen to incorporate it
in work that they do, and are discussing it with DfT for possible
use in WebTAG.
Tim Gent asked if the work could be used to show the benefits
to communities of reducing traffic. The speakers said yes, but
noted that this is not a simple linear relationship, because less
traffic can mean higher speeds and therefore more severance.
Gregory Marchant wondered if the reality of severance is in
fact a little more complex. For example, traffic lights create
pulses of traffic, so people may wait for a gap rather than walking
or diverting. The speakers suggested that this could perhaps
be tested in future studies.
Andrew Price (Jacobs) asked if autonomous vehicles (AVs)
would eliminate or create more severance. The speakers said
that this was not clear. AVs could lead to more protection of road
space and the reintroduction of guard rails to prevent jaywalking,
resulting in more severance.
John Cartledge wondered if the method would have an
application in railways, which were more of a source of
severance. Could the approach be used for the removal of level
crossings? The speakers had spoken to Network Rail, who had
not been very interested, as the issue with railways is more of a
problem of physical infrastructure.
Robert Barrass commented that there may have been
severance in some areas for decades. It would be interesting to
add a time dimension to see the impact over time with land use
remaining the same.
Report by Tim Gent
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